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bask in chaffy glory. A letter to one of his trusted followers, from the
USA, dated 12 Jan 1895, read, ‘I want to preach my ideas for the good of the
world. …What work have you done in the way of advancing the ideas and
organising in India? …My life is more precious than spending it in getting the admiration
of the world. I have no time for such foolery.’
Swamiji, as Swami Vivekananda was fondly addressed, loved and revered his
motherland as his own mother. Every breath of his aspired for her well being and every
cell in his body yearned that she regain her lost glory. She had been a beacon light for the
world until repeated invasions pillaged her ruthlessly and left her not just povertystricken but also psychologically drained. The latter struck at the very core, underlying
the urgency for immediate redressal. Swamiji’s panacea for this lay in India’s very own
practical and ennobling Vedantic wisdom. Vedanta recognises no weakness. It proclaims
that in every individual lies a mine of strength. All that is needed is an effort to draw from
it.
Swamiji started looking for the right channel to propagate the powerful message of
Vedanta. He opted for the print medium and decided to bring out a journal, giving it the
name Brahmavadin. In February 1895, he sent from USA $100 and a letter to his trusted
disciple Alasinga Perumal. The letter read: ‘Now I am bent upon starting the journal.
Herewith I send a hundred dollars… Hope this will go just a little in starting your paper.’
If selflessness and devotion would have a form, it would
have borne the name of Alasinga Perumal. Brahmavadin
became Alasinga’s calling and the first issue rolled out from
a press in Broadway, Chennai on 14 September 1895. The
magazine included a poem of Swamiji specially
composed for the occasion. It was titled, ‘The Song
First iss
of the Sannyasin’. One verse ran thus:
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Kesari

One hundred and nine years
and going strong….

“Strike off thy fetters! Bonds that bind thee down,
Love, hate — good, bad — and all the dual throng,

With this message that marked its mission, Brahmavadin made a determined entry
into the strife-ridden climate of pre-independence India. The birth of the magazine was
certainly an occasion for celebration but the struggles were far from over.
One of Swamiji’s letters to Alasinga read: ‘I learnt from your letter the bad financial
state that Brahmavadin is in.’ This was followed by another letter that carried the line, ‘I
pledge myself to maintain the paper anyhow.’

Bolstered by this pledge, Alasinga Perumal braved on, surmounting many an
impediment. Sadly, Swami Vivekananda passed away in 1902, at the age of thirty-nine.
Alasinga’s intense anguish morphed into heightened devotion towards the magazine. But
the next hurdle in Brahmavadin’s journey came in 1909, in the form of Alasinga’s own
demise. In May 1914, the magazine, tottering as it was, floundered and ground to a halt.
It was at this crucial juncture, that the Ramakrishna Mission stepped in to revive it.
The Mission was itself in its nascent stages with many a teething problem but nothing
could come in its way of reviving the Brahmavadin. For, had not their beloved Swamiji
repeatedly said, ‘The Brahmavadin is a jewel – it must not perish!” And so, the very same
month when Brahmavadin closed, it was resuscitated with the new name The Vedanta
Kesari.
The history of The Vedanta Kesari is much more than just a tale of sweat, toil and a
dream realised. It is a narrative of Swamiji’s passion for India and Alasinga’s devotion to
his master. It is a celebration of love, transcending forms.
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(Handwritten words in Swamiji’s own hand)
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For fetters, though of gold, are not less strong to bind;

Appeal
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For the last 109 years, without missing a single issue, the magazine has
been carrying the invigorating message of Vedanta and alongside, continuously
revamping itself to meet the changing needs of the times.

The relevance of Vedantic wisdom to everyday life is all the more pertinent
today than ever before. ‘Arise, Awake and stop not till the goal is reached,’ is the
thundering motto of Swami Vivekananda. The Ramakrishna Mission, as you all
know, is a unique organisation where sannyasis and lay people come together
and endeavour for the common good. Let’s join hands in taking forward our
revered Swamiji’s vision and mission for The Vedanta Kesari.

Donation

VK General Donation
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Please contribute ` 500/- and above to
meet the running costs of the magazine.
Page Donor: Please sponsor one or
more pages of the magazine in your name or
that of your dear ones. Sponsorship for one
page in one issue: ` 1000/-

VK Permanent Fund
To establish the magazine on firm
financial footing, please contribute ` 5,000/and above to the Permanent Fund.
after donation please email your postal
address, pan,

Swami Vivekananda

& transaction details to
vk@chennaimath.org

Article

Defining God
JUTURI RAVI KUMAR REDDY

The Taittiriya Upanishad presents a precise, profound, and sublime definition of God. This article
tries to explore this definition of God whom the Upanishads refer to as Brahman.
Introduction
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Brahman attains the highest” — a short
statement in Taittiriya Upanishad encapsulates
the entirety of Vedanta. The simple
understanding is that there is something
called Brahman, it is possible to know ‘It’,
and by knowing ‘It’ one attains the highest in
life.
This gives rise to three questions: What
precisely is Brahman? What is meant by
‘knowing Brahman’? What is meant by
‘attaining the highest’?

All these questions are answered by the
Upanishad in the very next statement:

तदेषाऽभ्युक्ता । सत्यं ज्ञानमनन्तं ब्रह्म । यो नेद निहितं
गुहायां परमे व्योमन्। सोऽश्नुते सर्वान् कामान् सह। ब्रह्मणा
विपश्र्चितेति।। (2.1.1) The literal translation is:

Existence- Knowledge-Infinity is Brahman; who
knows Brahman as the real thing shining within
his heart, that enlightened person attains
whatever one could achieve in life at once and
forever.1
Defining God

This article primarily focuses on the
question, ‘What is Brahman?’ Taittiriya
Upanishad’s definition of Brahman is ‘Satyam

Jnanam Anantam Brahma’. Here, Satyam
m e a n s E x i s te n c e o r u l t i m a te t r u t h ,
Jnanam is Knowledge, and Anantam means
Infinity.

The word Brahman means that which is
without limits. It is impersonal; there is no ‘he’
or ‘she’; it is called ‘the vast’ and being without
any qualifications or limits it is known as
‘infinity’. ‘The vast’, is referred to as ‘Anantam’
in Sanskrit, which means ‘no limit.’
Exploring the meaning of ‘Anantam’ or
Infinity

To understand infinity or ‘no limit’, one
must understand what is meant by ‘limit’.
Vedanta speaks of three kinds of limitations:
Desa – Kala – Vastu or ‘Space-Time-Object’ —
limited in space, limited in time, and limited by
an object.
Limited in space

Limitation in space means a thing is
present ‘here’ and not ‘there’. All the physical
objects — things, people, cities, etc., are limited
in space for they begin in space and end in
space. Conversely, if there is no place or
location where a thing is not, then that thing is
unlimited in space. The Upanishad declares that
Brahman is unlimited in space; meaning
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Limitation in time means something
exists only between its creation/birth and
destruction/death. Hence, it is limited in time
or cut off in time. Everything in this universe is
subject to birth and death, i.e., is limited by
time. In the Bhagavad Gita, Sri Krishna says,
जातस्य हि ध्रुवो मृत्युर्ध्रुवं जन्म मृतस्य च (2: 27), “For
the born, death is unavoidable, and for the
dead, birth is sure to take place.” The Upanishad
declares that Brahman is not limited in time,
which means there is no point of time in which
we could say that before this moment Brahman
did not exist, or after this moment Brahman
will not exist. Which means ‘It’ is not limited in
time; time cannot demarcate it. Brahman is
hence called ‘eternal’, ‘beyond time’.
Limited by object

The third kind of limitation, is ‘limitation
of object’. Everything in creation is itself and
nothing else; which means a thing is different
from everything else. Suppose a thing does not
have this object limitation, then there is nothing
in the universe that is different from it. The
Taittiriya Upanishad declares that nothing in
the universe is separate or apart from
Brahman. In other words, there is no second
thing apart from Brahman in the universe. That
means Brahman is Advaitam, non-dual.3

Therefore, Anantam, infinity denotes that
Brahman is Omnipresent (Sarvavyapi), Eternal
(Nityam), and Non-dual (Advaitam). Unlike
mathematics, Vedanta does not tolerate a
second infinity; Advaita says if there is infinity,
then it must be one infinity. Therefore,

Validation of the Definition

Now, the question that arises is — is such
a philosophically sophisticated definition just
an abstract idea or is it real? If Brahman does
exist, then it must be right here, right now, and
in anything that one chooses to see or
experience.
In conventional religion there is a way out
to prove God’s existence by
saying ‘God’ exists but in heaven, which is why
he cannot be seen right here, right now. It
means that one must be qualified and after
death, can see God in heaven. Here the
indication is that God is apart and different
from creation.

B u t wh e n Ve d a n t a s ays G o d i s
everywhere, all the time, and there is nothing
apart from God, then God must be here and
now in every object of the creation. In a
remarkable way through philosophical insights,
the Upanishad proceeds to show that ‘God’
indeed is in every entity of this universe.
Proving the existence of God
Satyam-Anantam
The word Satyam in the definition means
Truth, Reality or Existence. The Upanishad asks
‘What is considered real?’ Using common sense,
we may reply ‘my’ body, objects around me,
people, space, etc., are real; further millions of
living and non-living things in this world are all
real. If so, the Upanishad asks us to apply the
definition of ‘real’ given earlier: that which is
‘real’ should not have any limitation of space,
time and object. But do we not see that
everything in creation is limited by space, time,
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Limited in time

Brahman is non-dual and One (Ekam
evadvitiyam)4
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Brahman is in every place or location. This
aspect is indicated as ‘omnipresent’. So,
Brahman is ‘omnipresent’.2
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and object? In that case, what is real in the
world? The Upanishad further enquires: “How
do ‘you’ experience these realities?” Our reply
would be, ‘I’ experience these realities as an
object is; man is, room is, space is, etc. All these
entities are different from each other. But
Vedanta instructs us to pay attention to the one
aspect common to all these entities, which is
the ‘sense of existence’ – the is-ness, or ‘being’.
So, instead of saying an object is, man is, space
is, etc., we look at it thus: the object, the room,
the man, space, and everything else ‘exist’ as
waves in an ocean of Existence, Is-ness, or
Being. Just as every wave is different from
another, all objects in creation have different
names, forms, and functions (nama, rupa,
vyavahara), yet it is the ‘one existence’
everywhere.5

Now Vedanta asks us to apply the word
‘Infinity’ to this ‘Existence’. There are many
waves and bubbles in the ocean, but they ‘exist’
in one continuous mass of water. When, instead
of focusing on waves and bubbles, we see water,
we find ‘Infinity’. Similarly, all things in creation,
and whatever the human mind can conceive of
as space, from the nearest particle to the
farthest galaxy, share a common element – the
endless, ‘Infinite’ ocean of ‘Existence as their
substratum’; and ‘Existence’ without any
barrier is ‘Omnipresent’. From birth to death,
everyone continuously experiences ‘Existence
or is-ness’, but because we focus on names,
forms, and functions of the objects, we overlook
‘Being’ or ‘Existence’.
Vedanta indicates that there is an
unbroken ‘Being or Is-ness’ in every entity. For
instance, a water glass ‘is’, if it breaks then
broken glass ‘is’, if it is pounded into powder
then powdered glass ‘is’, and when it is reduced

to nuclear atoms, still atom ‘is’. If suppose
everything is destroyed in the universe and
names and forms are resolved back into the
Substratum, then the ‘is-ness’ continues, but is
not experienceable anymore. Names and forms
exist because of ‘pure Existence’, and because
these names and forms manifest this ‘Existence’
we are able to experience ‘Existence’. In other
words, ‘pure Existence’ is not an object of
experience, and is only experienceable through
names and forms. Furthermore, this ‘pure
Existence’ is not limited by space, time, and
object because there is no object in the universe
apart from Existence. The Upanishad tells us
that this is not abstract philosophy; the sense of
being or presence is all around us, the ground
of our very existence is ‘Being’ itself, nothing
can be there without ‘Being’. It is like no gold
ornaments are possible without gold, and no
waves exist without water. There is no second
thing apart from ‘Existence’, and so it is ‘nondual’. Now there is a matching correlate:
Brahman is not limited by space, time, object,
and is non-dual; we have found Brahman in the
‘Existence’ of everything in the universe; there
is no object that is not Brahman and hence It is
all-pervading.
Jnanam-Anantam

The next part of the definition is Jnanam,
which means ‘Knowledge’. Vedanta asks, ‘What
is knowledge?’ The usual reply is: everything
that we see, listen to and think is knowledge. If
so, are they to be considered Brahman? The
definition of Brahman as Anantam does not
seem relevant here because a teacher’s
knowledge and a student’s knowledge are
different and so not ‘non-dual’. It is also limited
by space for it is different from book to book,
person to person. It also has time limitation

Therefore, ‘pure Existence’ (Sat), ‘pure
Consciousness’ (Chit), and ‘Infinity’ (Ananta) is
Brahman. Though our entire life is about
experiencing a series of events in Sat, Chit, it
remains unnoticed because our focus is on
names and forms. When watching a movie, we
usually focus on what is projected and forget
the reality that ‘I’ am experiencing, looking at
the screen. The Upanishad draws our attention
to ‘actual experience’ in every event of life and
shows that it is nothing but Sat Chit. This ‘pure
Consciousness’ is shining through our everyday
experiences of seeing, hearing, thinking, tasting,
etc. ‘It’ is the ‘light’ (Chit) within our hearts that
enables us to experience life. It is rightly said

This Sat Chit is neither created nor
destroyed, it does not come into being nor does
it cease to be. It is not limited by objects; in fact,
objects are illumined by it. The moment we
realise Anantam Brahma, it gives rise to
immense Bliss because “that which is infinite is
the source of Bliss” as the Chandogya
Upanishad (7.23.1) declares.
Conclusion

Satyam means ‘pure Existence’ (Sat),
Jnanam means ‘pure Consciousness’, Chit is the
meaning derived for Brahman by the Anantam
‘infinity’. This eternal existence, knowledge is
itself ‘Bliss’; this is the true nature of every
individual being. But this can be realised only
through self-knowledge as ‘I am Brahman’,
which is, in fact shining forth in the heart of
every individual being. According to Vedanta,
after self-realisation, the expression changes
from ‘I am’ a human being, to ‘I am Sat Chit
Ananda, in which the human personality
appears and disappears. Ashtavakra Gita gives
a wonderful description of this truth: “I ‘am’
that infinite ocean of existence in which all
beings arise like waves, play with each other
according to their nature and disappear back
into ‘me’.” (2: 25)

Similarly, every experience of knowledge
we have — both good and evil, is grounded in
‘Consciousness’. Experiences may all be
different from each other and limited by space,
time, and objects, but the ‘Consciousness’
underlying all experiences that illumines the
sense of existence and experiencing remains
the same and unchanging. It is this Reality that
the Upanishads ask us to realise when they
declare Tat Tvam Asi ‘You are that’. We can then
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Vedanta asks us to look at ‘our’ knowledge
and experiences in the waking state. There are
thousands of bits of knowledge being processed
by our minds. Now the question is, what is
common to all of them? The Upanishad points
out that ‘Consciousness or Awareness’ is the
common aspect. It further says that every bit of
knowledge and anything that we know is part
of ‘Awareness’. In every experience of knowing,
‘Awareness’ is common, but ‘objects of
consciousness’ keep changing. It is like saying,
‘I’ am aware of space, ‘I’ am aware of a person,
‘I’ am aware of an object. So, there is no
understanding, no cognition possible without
‘Consciousness’. The consciousness of objects is
limited by space and time, but ‘Consciousness’
itself is common to all experiences; hence all
knowledge is grounded in ‘pure Consciousness’,
which has no limitation of space, time, or
object. This ‘pure Consciousness’ (Chit) is
Brahman.

that ‘the movies of the lives are played on the
screen of this pure consciousness’.
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because old knowledge fades away from
memory. So, how can knowledge be ‘Infinite’ or
Brahman?

‘look upon creation as the poetry of the Lord
which neither dies nor decays’ vi. So, the
universe itself is God’s poem, God is pure

t

Existence and pure Consciousness, and that is
what all beings are in the core of existence. In
short, ‘We are That’.

t
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Transcendental Brahman as Sri Ramachandra

whose Ishta Devata was Ramlala, the child Rama. He always carried with him a small metal
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Ramakrishna to keep Ramlala’s murti and declared that Ramlala had fulfilled his innermost
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About the year 1864 there came to Dakshineswar a wandering Vaishnava monk, Jatadhari,
murti of Ramlala and served him with the tender affection of Kausalya. Ramlala manifested
and accepted Jatadhari’s service.
Soon, Ramlala became very close to Sri Ramakrishna. So, one day Jatadhari requested Sri
prayer and that he now had no more need of formal worship.
A few days later Sri Ramakrishna was blessed through Ramlala with a vision of
Ramachandra, whereby he realised that Rama of the Ramayana, the son of Dasharatha,
pervades the whole universe as Spirit and Consciousness; that He is its Creator, Sustainer,
and Destroyer; that, in still another aspect, He is the transcendental Brahman, without form,
attribute, or name. Sri Ramakrishna told the devotees:
In the Purana it is said that it was as if a hundred suns were shining when Rama entered
the court. Why, then, weren’t the courtiers burnt up? It was because the brilliance of Rama
was not like that of a material object. As the lotus blooms when the sun rises, so the lotus
of the heart of the people assembled in the court burst into blossom.
Ordinary people do not recognize the advent of an Incarnation of God. He comes
in secret. Only a few of His intimate disciples can recognize Him. That Rama was both
Brahman Absolute and a perfect Incarnation of God in human form was known only to
twelve rishis. The other sages said to Him, ‘Rama, we know You only as Dasaratha’s son.’
Sages like Bharadvaja adored Rama and said: ‘O Rama, You are nothing but the Indivisible
Satchidananda. You have appeared before us as a human being, but You look like a man
because You have shrouded Yourself with Your own maya.’ These rishis were great devotees
of Rama: and had supreme love for God. It is said in the Adhyatma Ramayana that Rama
alone is both the Pervading Spirit and everything pervaded.
There is no difference between Rama and His holy name. —The Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna

